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In conversation with  
Siobhan Davies

 Siobhan Davies is a team player, if ever there 

was one. The self-defined investigative dance artist’s 

work is defined (if, indeed, it can be defined by any 

one factor) by its collaborative, interdisciplinary core. 

Her 70th choreographic work, material / rearranged 

/ to / be, is the product of an 18-month collaboration 

between the industrious founder of Siobhan Davies 

Dance and more than ten associates drawn from 

the worlds of dance, psychology, neuroscience and 

the visual arts. At its heart, it’s a piece defined by 

connections; their reciprocality and their ephemerality. 

Not simply between collaborators, art works and 

concepts, but between performer and observer, 

moment and memory, perception and reality, mind 

and body. We speak to Siobhan to find out why she 

has opted to bring her work off the stage and into the 

gallery, and whether an increasingly irresistible urge to 

travel through time could be drawing art and science 

closer together…

material / rearranged / to / be encompasses 

multiple works by different choreographers, visual 

artists and designers - what links them together?

In 2015, the Barbican invited me to present 

ideas around process for the artist Doug Aitken’s 

Station to Station: A 30 Day Happening. I invited 

artists with whom I was already in dialogue to 

choose someone to have a public conversation 

with - someone who mattered to them and to 

the ongoing enquiries surrounding their work. 

These conversations became the foundation of a 

collective way of working. 

During that first week, one subject kept returning: 

the relationships between mind, body and 

communication. Four of the choreographers had 

introduced neuroscientists and cognitive scientists 

with whom they were already in contact. We 

wanted to reveal more about the feeling of doing 

and thinking. We wondered: How can visitors be 

drawn to using their own felt experience in order to 

register with ours? We also discussed The Warburg 

Institute, with its huge collection of figurative 

images of thought-in-gesture collected by the art 

historian Aby Warburg. These were the formative 

links between us, and ones which continued to 

feed us throughout the process.

Warburg’s means of organising his collection, 

which continues as it grows today, seemed to all 

of us a very choreographic act. An image can 

migrate from one place in the collection to another 

according to the interests of researchers.  The 

history of a gesture is always alive in its changes 

of context. We also wanted to create a situation 

where the individual works could be seen in 

changing relationships to one another. Each of the 

artists has related to Warburg differently, but each 

found something which engaged their practice.

In curating the installation, you’ve collaborated 

with a neurophysiologist, neuroscientist, cognitive 

scientist, cognitive psychologist and dance theorist, 

as well as visual artists and choreographers. How 

has science influenced the work’s development?

We’ve been particularly interested in speaking to 

scientists who consider how the brain produces 

feeling within the body, the role the body plays 

in the construction of our conscious thoughts, and 

the ways in which bodies communicate with one 

another. Their insights have informed the kinds of 

choreographic scenarios we are constructing to 

experiment with our own bodies and minds, and to 

invite audience members to consider theirs. 

I am not sure there is useful proof yet, but I sense 

that dancers and choreographers have developed 

a wealth of material about how mind and body 

feedback loops work and how movement is 

thought and thinking is movement. That is why we 

search out working relationships with scientists 

who are interested in what we know about this as 

a result of our practices. We simply use what we 

think we know - I believe research on our practices 

could be useful.

Has any scientific finding or revelation particularly 

resonated with you, or affected the way in which 

you work?

On a more personal note, Professor Johnathan 

Cole introduced me to a patient of his who has no

proprioceptive awareness. If he closes his eyes, he 

has no idea where his body is in space, or where 

one part of him is in relation to another. In order to 
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function in his environment, he has to make each 

move specifically, consciously and deliberately, 

every minute of his life. I honour him for what he 

has now done for 40 years or more. I come to work 

each day and think how extraordinary it is to move.

What are the primary parallels and contrasts 

between the disciplines of art and science?

The primary differences are to do with method and 

vocabulary. I think we each start from positions 

of questioning something about the world, and 

we approach those questions using the tools we 

have at our disposal. Scientists use experimental 

processes to test their questions and find out 

whether they have been framed correctly. We do 

something similar, but, in the case of dancers and 

choreographers, our tools are our own bodies, the 

bodies of those we work alongside and our shared 

intelligence about how they work.

The idiosyncrasy, subjectivity and fallibility of 

perception and memory are currently hot topics 

for neuroscientists and artists alike. How have you 

explored these issues in material / rearranged  

/ to / be? 

Helka Kaski and I have been thinking about 

how certain movements might persist via their 

representation in images and their preservation in 

our own bodily memories. We are looking for ways 

to bring movements into the space that we might 

feel we know well as though we have never done 

them before. 

Aspects of the installation touch on mental 

time travel - using the imagination to revisit old 

memories and anticipate future events. This seems 

to be a favourite focal point for artist-scientist 

collaborations. Why do you think this is?

I think at the moment we are all, on a general 

societal level, really quite fed up with the present, a 

bit nostalgic for the past - even though we know it 

wasn’t always rosy - and concerned and hopeful for 

the future. Art and science both engage in the act of 

imagining and creating the possible. That possible 

might be the future or it might be some alternate 

way of being in or understanding the present.

How have your collaborations with visual artists 

influenced the development of this work? 
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Visual art is as important to me as dance. In this 

particular work, the artist Jeremy Millar was key 

in terms of developing the group’s understanding 

and appreciation for Aby Warburg’s project. The 

second visual artist in the group, Emma Smith, has 

a process for making her work that is very much 

akin to mine and that of the other dance artists – 

she takes a very rigorous investigative approach 

and is interested in understanding the relationships 

between people. Having the visual artists and 

designers involved has made us more reflective 

about the nature of our own processes, simply 

because we need to communicate them clearly 

to highly intelligent and perceptive individuals 

who are less invested in choreography or the 

body. Their work also adds beautiful, conceptually 

important visual elements to the whole. 

It can be more challenging to work across these 

disciplines than we might expect, because it 

really requires artists, curators and producers to 

understand and respect the needs of both types 

of practice. That isn’t always acknowledged, which 

can introduce challenges. But in general, I think 

artists and audiences find the connections exciting. 

Why has it become important to you to perform in 

art galleries or multimodal spaces as opposed to 

theatres or spaces specifically designed for dance?

Much of the movement that I, and the others I 

have been working with, want to make is not 

spectacular - it calls for close attention and close 

proximity. This is, of course, easier to achieve in a 

gallery space than on a large stage. But I’m also 

aware of the histories and expectations associated 

with galleries, and I’m interested in addressing my 

practice to those. 

On stage, the ‘fourth wall’ supports an observer-

observed relationship rather than a dialogue. We 

are interested in engendering active spectatorship 

and questioning as a result of the changing 

relationships between works. We are addressing 

ourselves to issues pertinent to everyone with a 

body – i.e. how we know our bodies and how they 

communicate – so we want to encourage everyone 

who visits to reflect back on themselves somehow.

What would you like a visitor to take away from a 

visit to material / rearranged / to / be?

We would like them to feel more conscious of or 

curious about their own embodied capacities for 

knowledge. We would also like them to feel they 

have expanded or challenged their notions of what 

they understand as ‘dance’ and ‘choreography.’
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